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$10.95$ [Hol81b]. $100.00$ [Ash07]. $12.00$ [Nev80]. $13.50$ [O'R83].
$13.95$ [Kim94]. $135.00$ [Hyy09]. $14.95$ [Wri80]. $15.00$ [Wri80].
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3 [AB80, Rei06]. 3.75 [Jah72]. 33kop [Rab76]. 376pp [Del02].
4 [Bug93, Mos79, Rob99]. 41483-5 [Mir07]. 46.50/54.68/$75.00 [Cri10].
4NR [O’R83]. 4S [Edg03].
6 [Blo77].
7 [Bar79].
8 [Wri80].
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978-0-8166-5045-3 [Cri10]. 978-0-8166-5046-0 [Cri10]. 99056-9 [Wri80].

Abandoning [Mer98a]. Abatement [Bij01]. ABC [Del05]. Ability [Abr91].
able [Fuj87, MS14a]. ablowin [Hin14]. Aboriginal [Ver02]. Aborted
[RH90]. Abortion [Sol92], abortions [BJ12]. absence [Kna13]. Absolute
[Tur91]. Absolutely [Mil04b]. Abstracting [Har02a]. Abstracts
[Ano77a, Ano77b]. Absurdum [Mey74]. Abundance [Ala09b, PH14].
Abyssal [Sch15]. academia [Foc16]. Academic
[Don86, Rif72]. Academy
[Bla76, Bru77, Fis10, GS02, Han86, HR87, Lam10a, Mir95, dSP71, Rek14,
Ros10, Rou17, Sis19, FFB11, Ham19, SO17, VI17]. Academics
[Don86, Rif72].

Active [GP09, Rit16]. Activism [DH08, Eps97, WHBM02, Tir18]. Activist
[Rob96]. Activity [Gor09, Lyn11a]. Actor
[CE14, Gar97, Lag12, Say14, SM93b]. Actor-Network [Say14, Lag12].
Actor-Networks [Gar97, SM93b]. Actors [GR08, Law77]. Actual [Woo06].
actuando [Lyo18]. actuaries [vdH20]. Ad [Lyn11a, Mey74, Sis16b]. Adam
Adaptation [GB09]. Addendum [KC93]. Addiction [Hsu13].

Address [Har01, Har02a]. adhesion [BM14]. Adjudicating [DU15].

Adjunct [CM75]. Adjustment [SL91]. Administrative [SS17b].

Administrator [O’R83]. Admixture [Ful08]. Adolescent [dG75].

Advancing [Smi14]. advantage [SF19]. Adverse [Cra10]. adversity [Tol19].

Advice [Bri09, CD84, vEG91]. Advisers [GKM75, LSS20].

Advisory [BR79, Mul72]. advocacy [Pan11]. Aerodynamics [VB03].

Aesthetic [CS17]. Afar [Col94b]. Affair [Dol75, FLE97, Wil73].

Affect [Oik17]. Affective [Lor08, Mic20, Oik17]. Affects [SH19].

Agenda [Hag99]. Agendas [WHBM02]. aggressive [HJ13]. agnotology [Pin15].

Agonistes [Mir99]. Agreement [Div90, Mal98]. Agri [WG06].

Agri-biotechnologies [WG06]. Agricultural [Ano77d, Bar12, Kim83, Ros77, Shr00, Tod92, VK84, Vel90].

Agriculture [Fit86, Sch72a]. AI [Col92a]. AI-Vey [Col92a].

Aid [Rib07, Vin91]. AIDS [Eps97, Mar96b, Mar10, RP15a].

Airmail [LT92]. airs [Cal18]. Akademgorodok [Fort99].

Al [Mye91]. Alarm [ML93]. Alaska [PT18]. Aldernaston [Spi97].

Aldine [GM78]. Aldrin [GEJ79]. Aldrin/Dieldrin [GEJ79].

Alfred [Mos79]. Algebraic [Col86]. Algorithm [Hel98, AB19, Ens12].

Algorithmic [Sta18]. algorithms [Jat17]. Alien [Hed06, PH14].

alienate [WC18]. Aliens [Col99c]. Aligning [Eng20, V17].

Alignment [Fuji78, Nur03]. Allan [Ano77c]. Alleged [Woo86].

Allies [Ano77e, Bea77]. Alliteration [Ros96a]. Allocations [Ori73].

Alphabetical [Rud77]. already [Wyl15]. Alter [Pap11, RC16].

Alter-ontologies [Pap11]. alter-standardization [RC16].

Alternated [Col04b]. Alternates [MS00].

Alternative [Ada02, CM75, Kim07, Red75, Ver02, Mos16]. altitude [Heg16].

Always [Ash96, OL18]. Alzheimer [Hed06]. Amani [GK16a].

Amateur [Bru15]. Amateurs [Lan81, Rot81, SG89].

Amazon [MR17]. Amazonian [She20].

Ambiguities [Rap01]. Ambivalence [FLK+14, Mul95b, SM93b, WC99].

America [Bri14, Cue90, Dun91, Ink91].
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CFS01, Den87, Ehr75, Ezt71, Fit86, FG73, Ger01, Gre04, Kim83, Kop79, Lc72, Mil04a, Nel77, Ros77, Ros81, Rot81, ST16, Tho99, Tor83, Wh75b].

Americans [Sah12]. Amerikanische [Pfe71]. Amnesia [Bar85a].

Among [Cam85, Rif72, Tü73, AB91, Fox83, Fox05, FFB11, Gra07, Gra98, Lauer13].

BSHS [O'R83]. Bucks [Mos79, Nev80, O'R83]. Bugs [Van08, Sch15]. Build [Hol81a]. Building

C [Ano77i, Del05, FM17]. Calculation [Blo91a, Hoe19a]. Calibration [Hes00]. Calicivirus [Lan01a]. Calif [Bru77, Nev80]. California


Cambodia [Gra16]. Can [BP80, Cri04, Dol75, Gor82, Jas00, Sha01, Skr16, TY85, Vas15, CS17, FW17, Nav11, Ful94b]. Canada [Cur98, Tur01a]. Canadian [Gar73a].

Cancer [Bou05, Bu78, CC98, Fuj87, KLBKC11, MRL01, Pal02, Par05, RB09, Ric88, Awi15, KBRB19, TL11]. Cannibalism [Kid88].

Carr [Ano77p, Bur92, Oro77a, Ruf79, Zin76, dC09]. Careers

Case-Studies [Mag77]. Case-Study [Har81b, Mac78b, Ste78b, SS91, Yea99]. Cases [Mia99, Sto07].
casino [Joh18]. Casting [Sis17a]. Cat [Bru80, Cri10]. Catalogue [dB72].
catchment [CKFS13]. Categories [Sch13, Nav11]. Category
Cattell [God07]. Caught [Pin99c]. Causal [Hut91, Smi85, WC16]. Cause
[Eva99]. caused [Shi14]. Causes [Sle89a]. Caveat [Bud85]. Caveats
[Por77]. Celebrating [Sch06]. Celebration [Edg03]. Cell
[Fra06, SAG11, SK80, SFP11, SFH12]. Cells [LP11]. Cellulose
[Mie98]. Cellulose-Degrading [Mie98]. Census [Lor08, Roc74]. Center
[AB80]. centered [Ros11]. Central [Fue82, Bal95, BFS95a, BFS95b, Sch95].
Centrality [Yox84]. Centre [AB80, CK85, Nes95, BB17].
Centre-Periphery [Nes95]. Centres [HvL08]. Century
[Bay83, GHR00, Lau84, Mir99, Pal94, Wei90, Avi15, Car18, Don86, SC18,
Alb95, Bud91, Dea92, Gas95, Kra89, Met06, Muk07b, Nur03, Som06a, Wri75].
Cerebral [Mor00]. Certain [JZ12, Sch84, GS11]. Certainty
[Bug93, Col87, Mye91, Pin81b, Smy01, BM19]. Cervical
[CC98, SM93b, TL11]. Cetina [GP97, Bis93a]. Chadarevian [Mac07].
Chagas [Con99]. Chains [Hol81b]. Chalfont [Ne80, O’R83]. Challenge
[RS89a, SG73, Ves96, JS18]. challenges [Ure14]. Chance [Har01, Wis01].
Chandra [Nan72]. Change [Bar81, Bow96, BW83, BH03, EES96, Eva97,
Gas90, HV93, Ho97, Irw94, KC95, Man93, Mar06b, Met06, MO09, Mos79,
MF95, Mul98, NHM74, Sin96a, Mat14, Ple14, RP15a, SH17, OOO12].
Changed [GB09, Shi03]. Changes
[Coh86, Jab95, Lyn12a, McD76, Miil95c, SM93a, Bis12a]. Changing
[Bea01, Blo98a, Hes86, Mos79, Nad80, Nes95, Ski06, Van08, Oud12].
Characteristics [Fox05]. Charisma [TS00, TS00]. Charles
[Got90, Mos79, Ano77d, Gor90]. Charm [PN87]. Charting [HR87].
Chaussées [Gra07]. cheating [Joh18]. cheese [PH14]. Chemical
[Buc79, Don86, Lyo18, SN89]. Chemicals [Oud97]. Chemiker [Rii86].
Chemistry [Rab76, Zin71, Zin76, AO78, Mos79, Opp79, Zin71]. Chemists
[Ril86, Whi75b, Mos79]. chequered [Mos16]. Chernobyl [Sch15]. chess
[Ens12]. Chicago [Ash07, Doi11, GM78, Gin10, Kim94, Sis10, NK14a]. Chick
[Dow07a]. Children [Sno85, Son99, Lau13]. Chimera [Bru80]. China
[Buc75b, Dea74, SFH12]. Chinese [Gre16b, Hon08, I99, yLL14, Ma19].
Choice [JM01, JLM73, Tod87, Vel90, Wag09, Waj86, SZ11, Rip91]. Choices
[Sla07]. Cholesterol [Gar97]. Choosing [Har02b]. Choreography [Cas96].
Chronobiology [CK83]. Chrysler [Bra92a]. Church [JM01]. cigarette
[OC93, Be18]. Circumstance [Sha84]. Citation
[CM75, Coz85, DC76, DB85, Hic87, Hic88, HP91, Len79, Lin80, LMA80,
Mor88a, Nad80, Nad83, Por77, RELHR79, Ruf79, Sma77, SWB77a, VK84].
Citations [All97, MM75]. Cite [STG95, EE14]. Cited
[Cam93, NCF83, Sma78]. Cities [Tod87]. Citizen
Citizen-based [CC12]. citizens [MR17, Sis10].
citizenship [RSH18]. City [For99, Gie06b, Hom03]. Civic [Mil04a, RS74].
Civil [Blo98b, Ful94a, Ful94b, Kus10, iO18]. Civilian [Har03, Lic89, OL18].
Claiming [Hen18]. Claims [Mye85, PC84, Col14, Tol19]. Clandestine
[Clo01]. Clarendon [Blo74, Sto08]. Clash [Yon94]. Class [Ink88, Wri80].
Classic [Mor88a]. Classical [BS04a]. Classification [Mes10, Mor88a, Tay95, Abe13].
Classifications [Rot05, Som06b, Gri18]. Classifying [Som06b, Wat02]. Classroom [Dug87]. Claude [Gre10]. Clergy [Hil86]. Climate
[Bak17, HV93, Lah05, Mar08b, OOO12, Sun07, vdSvESW98, Gar73a, Mah14, Mat14, Skr16, SBHY15]. climates [Sch16]. clinic [SH19, Rei06]. Clinical
[AS99, Arm17, Bou05, Eps08, Ker00, RB09, Bri13, Gar13, KLBKC11, Leo12, Pic13, Tim15, Hed14]. Clinics [Cus96, PH11]. Clio [Del05].
Clinical [AS99, Arm17, Bou05, Eps08, Ker00, RB09, Bri13, Gar13, KLBKC11, Leo12, Pic13, Tim15, Hed14]. Clinics [Cus96, PH11]. Clio [Del05].
co-presence [Bea10]. Co-producing [CC12]. co-production [Mag17, Mon12]. Co-Word
[CL98, Whi89]. Coast [Lac16]. Coastal [Bij07]. Coauthorship [SH89]. Cod
Cognition [GM03, Gor97, Mag07]. Cognitive [Blo93, CG90, CG92, Cha99, Gie92, GM03, Gor82, Gor89b, MMB09, Nad80, RJ76, SM93a, Tha89]. cohort
[KH19]. Coincidence [Sch95]. Col [Hol81b]. Cold
[Lew95, Sim99a, Clo03, Den03, Ger01, Hut01, SH12, Snt12, Sol01b, vK01]. colder [Heg16]. Coleridge [Blo83]. Coley [Mos79]. Colin [Mos79].
Collaboration
[Cas09, DYS+05, FC79, Gor02, Hac05b, Jef03, LR08, LB05, Lyn95a, Mye91, Pre80, Pyc93, Ras04, EM+11, Eva10, GB16, VFWC15, Wad14].
Collaborations [SCG01, Byc16]. Collaborative
[CKM04, CK05, Hef79, Ste12]. Collagen [Sma77]. collapse [SK13].
Collecting [Hal98]. Collective [Mac03b, MMB09, PAB15, Rou17].
Collectives [Bou05]. Collectivities [Dun85]. Collide [Vog06]. Colliding
[Lau87, Mel07, Ste86, Ste87]. Collingridge [Joh85]. Collins
[Ash07, Doi11, Hol81b, Clu82, Dre92, Fox94, Hir94, Jas03a, Lau82, Lyn94a, Nic84, RH85, Sis17a, Wun03]. Collisions [Ful98b]. Colombia
[LYo18, SMW15]. Colombian [SMWCSC15]. Colonial
[Hec02, Ink85, MD09]. colonialism [Kus10]. Colonization [Ala09b].
Colonizing [MPA87]. colony [SK13]. colpocytology [TL11]. Colposcopy
Comfort [Del05]. Coming [Irw06, Lat10, SK13]. commensurable [Dix19].
Commensuration [OS05a]. Comment
[ABB+08, BL94, Col12, Del87, Fre92, Jas03a, JM73, Lyn95a, Lyn04e, McH09, Pic80a, PMS9, Sis87, Woo82, Zan84]. Commentary [RDB03, Bij12, Rif72].

Comments [Dal90, Gus06, Hug06, Lyn01b, NKB86, Pfe79, Sim91].


Counter [CL82, Pic94]. Counter-Enrolment [CL82]. Counterfactual [FR89, Gor91a]. Counterweights [Sco91]. Counting [CM75, Ken15, Lor08, Mar04]. Countries [Cla80, Dro03, Fra79, Mor82, Sag73, SK91, Bri14, AB80]. Country [Ves96].


Crafting [DH15]. Crane [Dun91, Pic80a, Pic80b]. Crash [Leo10]. Create [MO09, BM19, Sun11]. Creating [FOP20, Lez06, RSH18, Ves96]. Creation [Col06, O’C93, PPM20]. Creationism [W096, Tou91, Tou00]. Creative [RB01]. Creativity [Whi89, Bor17, Wy115].


Criticism [Woo81a]. Criticizing [LJ13]. Critics [Ede06, Kus04a, MI85].

Critique [Bud85, KC82c, KP85, Max17, Woo81a, Hin13, RL16]. critiques [Yai19]. Croom [Wri80]. Crops [Lev01, MLC06, Yea01]. Cross [Jef03, Leo12, Sol92, Kus10]. Cross-Cultural [Sol92, Kus10].


Crushing [Ken00]. Cruz [AB80]. cryo [Kro19]. cryo-kennel [Kro19].

Crystallography [Law73, Mye08]. CSI [Ful12]. CT [Rob99]. Cuba [Ste78a].

Cultural [And88, Bar81, Dow88, Hak95, Hol81b, In88, Jas95, Mel09, Sha72, Sol92, Wri80, BFW14, Iid15, KGDLB+15, Kus10]. Culturally [Wat90].

Culture [Bij07, Chr88, Col07, He87, Hir94, Hol81b, Lab95b, Lan01a, Lyn88, Mos79, MG82a, Pra05, Zso92, The99, Yai19, KH18, Sab14, Nev80, Rob99, Dea95]. Cultures [Col95, Dug87, GP09, Goo18, Han86, Jen07, Kir99, Liv99, Tan08, Baj11, Bij12, PJ17, Sis19].

Culturing [LP11]. Curating [Lin13].


Cutting [Col13]. Cyberfeminism [Sue06]. Cybernetic [Bow93, PT72]. Cybernetics [Ger01, Hol74, Kli09, Pic02, Col13].

[Ker00].  Czech [Efm92, Mül95c].

17

Earliest [Man87]. Early [Ams87, Ber72, CG90, Dea95, Goo10, Joe94, MM81, Zin76, Sil11, Som06a]. Ears [Per04]. Earth [Clo01, Nev80, Clo03, Den03, Doe03, Ras98, Row05]. Earthly [Den03]. Earthquake [Sim99b]. Earthquake-Engineering [Sim99b]. Ease [HI10]. East [AB80, AB91, IM85]. Eastern [BFS95b, Bal95, BFS95a, Bur18, Res78, Res82, Sch95]. Eat [Van08]. ebk [Hyy09]. Eclipse [Hut91]. eco [Mar13]. eco-show [Mar13]. Ecological [GR08, Pa90, RB99]. Ecologies [Kwa05, Jen20, Lyo18]. Ecologists [Nel77, Ano77]. Ecology [Abr91, Ake07, Hen07, KK03, Kwa87, Lac16, Law81, RB07, Som06b, SG89]. Econometrics [WC16]. Economic [Ano77f, Cla80, Fra79, GT93, Hoo17, Inh77a, Ink91, KC82c, Lak04, Mül95c, Ste78a, Rei13]. Economics [Bre13, Geo93, Mac03c, Mir99, Nki14a, Yon94]. Economies [Sha01, Bru15, Hai19]. Economy [Dro93, FG86, Hes00, McC00, Ras04, Len16, Mac17]. ecosystems [PH14]. ed [AB80, Blo77, Bro95, Hol81b, Nev80, Wri80]. Eden [Ano06c, Gus06, Hug06]. Edgar [KR00]. Edge [Blo03, GM78, Law11, Spa20, Bar03a, Bow03, Col03, Elz03, Fox03, Jas03b, Lat03, Mac03d, Pin03, Shr03]. Edges [vdH20]. Edinburgh [Can75, Mor73, Stu07, Wes79]. Edison [CG90, Vin95]. edit [FW17]. Edited [Clo03, Hac05b]. edition [Kim94]. Editor [Ano10, Coz86, Edg95d, Lab04]. Editorial [Ano05a]. Editorial [Ano71a, Ano76, Ano86c, Ano05c, Ano05b, Ano06a, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano08, Ano09a, Ano12b, EM73, EM75, EM78, EM79, EM83a, EM83b, EM84, EM85, EM86, EM87, EM88a, EM88b, Edg91a, Edg91b, Edg92, Edg94a, Edg94b, Edg95a, Edg95b, Edg95c, Edg95d, Edg96a, Edg96b, Edg97b, Edg99a, Edg99b, Edg01a, Edg01b, EL02, Hir10, Lyn02, Lyn03a, Lyn03b, Lyn03c, Lyn03d, Lyn04a, Lyn04b, Lyn04c, Lyn05, Lyn09a, Lyn09b, Lyn10a, Lyn10b, Lyn11b, Sis13]. Editorial [STM+08]. Editors [Ano09a, Con79, EM82, Sim79, Swa89, Wes79]. eds [Bar90, Col07, Del02, GM78, Hol81b, Mac07, Nev80, DSP75]. Educating [PS77, Rob96]. Education [Blo77, Bru77, FG86, Rip79, Son09, TG86, Wes86, Zin76, Bed14, Blo77, Bru77]. Educational [Wil91, Dix19]. Edward [Tur54b]. Edwards [Wes88]. Effect [Kan78b, MK84, Mag77, Rud77, Sim84, Gol79, LPKL12, Ros93b]. Effectiveness [Mor82, BHC16]. Effects [Coh86, Gom02, Lan01b, Lin16, Son09, CKFS13, Cra10, Rou17]. Efficiencies [Ale08]. Efficiency [Ale08]. Effort [Lew72]. Egypt [Bar12]. Ehrenreich [Wri80]. Ehrlich [Wes88]. Eighteenth [Gas95]. Eighteenth-Century [Gas95]. Einstein [Lat88, Mis85]. Elderly [Hyy06]. Election [Agr01, CFS01, Hii01, Jas01, Lyn01b, Mil04a]. Electric [Gor77, Tod92, Ano77]. Electrical [Vin95]. Electricity [Mor88b, Win02a, Win02b]. Electrification [Bar84a, Tod87]. Electromagnetic [KSW82, MC97]. Electronic [Gun05, Jen05]. Electronics [CM09]. Elementary [Kri87]. Elements [Dir99, Nur03]. Elga
[135x646]errors [AW19]. Escape [Das92, Eli00]. Essay
[Alb80, All76, AC80, Bar79, Blo71, Blo74, Blo77, Brul77, Buc75a, GM78,
GW74, Gin10, Gre10, Haw73, Hol73, Hol81b, Kea73, Lat08, Mir07, Mos79,
Nev80, Pin11, Sch72b, Sis10, Sto08, Tua71, Wri80, Doi11, Edn11, LP11].
Essays [Day08, Nev80]. Essential [Hac05a]. Establishing [Hod83]. Estate
[Har83a]. Estimates [Bow85, Den85]. Estrangeirados [CS00]. Estrogen
[MM84b]. Etcetera [Hug86]. Ethanol [Car09]. Ethical
[MO09, Sch72b, Kow13, Zie19]. Ethics
[Bri09, Lor06, Cra10, DSJ99, Hed12, Hed14, Haj13, HFP17, Jac19, LP11].
Ethnicity [STM98, Bur18, Lei14]. Ethnobotanical [GP09]. ethnobotany
[She20]. Ethnographic [CLP90, CLP91, GP97, KCM97, Lyn94a, Ano16b, Bea10].
ethnomethodological [Lyn11a]. Ethnomethodology
[Bar85b, MS00, Mul73, Woa11a]. Etiquette [Gre04]. Eugenic [GGJ07].
Eugenics [All76, Bix97, God07, Kim83, Mac76, Ram02, Ram09]. EUR
[Ash07, Col07, Del02, Del05, Doi11, Fis10, Gin10, Goo10, Gre10, Hy09,
Mac07, Moe10, Pra09, Rei06, Ros10, Sis10, Sto08]. EUR88.50 [Ash07].
Europe [Bal95, BFS95b, Lev01, Mag17, Sch95, SR72, Wat02].
European [MLC06, Bij01, Fau12]. Eva [ABB98]. Evaluating
[KHM10, KPS9, Kru13, M85, MV85, Brue77]. Evaluation [AD09, Brue77,
Eps07, Har81b, Ric88, Sol85, Son95, SWB77a, Ber72, Cho13, MM82, Ros10].
Evaluative [Mah79]. Evaluators [MI85]. Evans [Jas03a, Sis17a, Wuo03].
event [Abe13]. events [Cra10]. Ever [Jas00, Lyn98b]. Everett [Blo77].
Every [Car18]. Everyday [Hea04, Mc97, Joh13, T16]. Everyman
[Jas98]. Everyone [Gie06a, FW17]. Everything [Lyn98b, BJ12]. Evidence
[Bar90, Bor17, Col98, Dae98, FDR08, Gre10, RB09, TDM82, HL10, Kna13,
Kru13, May19, WC16]. Evidence-based [Bor17, Kna13]. Evidential
[Bak11, Pin85]. evidentiary [Lyo18]. Evolution
[Baz84, Con78, JLC8, KSW82, RH96, WO96, Leo10, SS17b, Wei73, Old88].
Evolutionary [Blo74, Lau90, You71]. Examination [GW74, Sh4a].
examinations [Nis11]. examining [BHH7, WC16]. Example
[All97, Sha01, Sta83]. except [BL13]. exception [Leo12]. exceptional
[Kro97, PW19]. Excess [Kid88]. Exchange
[Ano77, Bea77, Gun05, Hay07, Brue15, Ken17]. Excluding [L99].
Exclusion [Mar10]. exclusivity [Pin11]. Excursion [Vau00]. Exemplars
[Mac03c, Pic80a]. Exemplary [Sto82]. exemplifying [Lyn12b]. exhibit
expansion [Bar12]. Expectation [BV95]. Expectations
[HM03, Hed06, Hed10, Re10, Mil12, PW10]. Experience
[Ano771, Blo85, CB97, CE02, Hea04, Ink85, Nel77, OSO5b, Rud96, Shi05, AH11].
Experiences [Bix97, Gor06, Sup14]. Experiment
[Jun05, Rad86, WSB79, Wri15]. Experimental
[Asd08, Baz84, Gor90, Har81b, Hill86, Kan78a, KMH83, Mag77, ST97, SFP11,
FLK+14, Kim14, Lau16]. experimentalized [Mar13]. Experimentation

Finance [Jab95]. Financial [Mac03c, Pre06, WC16]. Finding [Mor86a]. Findings [Gil76, JM73, MK84]. Findlay [SN89]. fine [Bor17].

Fingerprinting [Col98]. Finland [Jau15]. Fire [Ano06c, Gus06, Hug06, Ans06]. Firing [Ver02]. Firm [San72, Tun05].


Finance [Jab95]. Financial [Mac03c, Pre06, WC16]. Finding [Mor86a]. Findings [Gil76, JM73, MK84]. Findlay [SN89]. fine [Bor17].

Fingerprinting [Col98]. Finland [Jau15]. Fire [Ano06c, Gus06, Hug06, Ans06]. Firing [Ver02]. Firm [San72, Tun05].


Finance [Jab95]. Financial [Mac03c, Pre06, WC16]. Finding [Mor86a]. Findings [Gil76, JM73, MK84]. Findlay [SN89]. fine [Bor17].

Fingerprinting [Col98]. Finland [Jau15]. Fire [Ano06c, Gus06, Hug06, Ans06]. Firing [Ver02]. Firm [San72, Tun05].


Hype [Rei06]. Hyper [Edw94]. Hypertension [Edw94]. Hypo [Tir18]. Hypo-interventions [Tir18]. Hypothesis [Oro77b]. Hysterectomy [Woo06].

Inferences [TY85]. Infertility [Cus96, Ker00]. Influence
[Does03, Hil74, Hut71, Son09, SH89, Vel90, Tor94]. Influences [Hea04].
Influential [HSP02]. influenza [MD20]. Informal [WG74, Zin71].
Informatics [Bea01]. Information
[Blo91a, Har02a, Mac93, Smi09, Fro17, Rie15, TL18, VFWC15].
Informational [Fro17, Jan18]. informs [AH11]. Infrastructure
[RP15b, Sim07a, Sim07b, Str16, Ben12, Car12b, FW17, Fro17, Ken17, Mos16, RP15a]. infrastructures [Ure14]. Infrastructuring
[LD13, Mic20]. Ingenious [MR73]. Ingrid [Del02]. Inhaber [Ano77f].
inherently [Has12]. Initiative [Lic89, Pic19]. Initiatives [McD97]. Inkster
[Twe93]. Innovating [VA16]. Innovation [AR02, Ba195, BS04a, Byc16,
CM04, GH83, Gra75, Hac92, Hol74, LT92, Nor78, Rud96, Tor92, Bra14,
Gar13, God15, JS18, KLBKC11, P119, P117, PW10, Rot19]. Innovations
[Lco10, Nic96, Sch90, Ver88, BD11, CS20]. Innovator [Nis95]. inquiries
[Goo18, LW10]. Inquiry [Lyn82, Mer02, O'R83, Rem88, Yea89a, Lat13].
Inscription [SBS+00]. Insect [Cri04]. insecticides [SK13]. Inside/ 
[Ash05]. insights [Dán20]. insight [Ell11]. Instability [Mil04a]. Institute
[LR87, Mos79]. Institutes [Gra75, Lau84, SB77, Ano77q]. Institution
[Mos79, Ray86, Ber72, Ber08]. Institutional-building [Ber08]. Institutional-
[Abr93, GB09, Han86, Hun82, Man93, P190, SK91, SR73, SG89].
institutionalization [Byc16]. Institutions [Blo04, Cla80, M10].
Instrumental [Blo00, DS19, Sla12]. Instrumentalized [Kus10].
Instruments [AB80, BS04a, CB01, Hin06, Sta02]. insurance [Jau15].
Integrated [CT89, Tor89c, Vis15]. Integration [Ake07]. Integrative
[BH03]. Integrity [MO09]. Intellect [Ikk88]. Intellectual
[Kra72, Tor94, Woo76]. Intellectual-influence [Tor94]. Intelligence
[Ano77o, Bra89, Col92b, CL89, For93, Har76, Har77, Kuk94, Wes77, Wes78,
vK01, Ens12, SS91]. Intelligent [Gui98, Lam06]. Intelligensia [Hol81b].
Intended [Wei91]. intensification [Smi17]. Intensive
[Bro89, Car14, PP20]. Interaction [Ala08, Ala09a, Ver12]. interactional
[RL16]. Interactions [SWB77b]. Interactivity [HvL08]. Intercourse
[Wag09]. Interdependence [WSB79]. Interdisciplinary [Niec97]. Interest
[Haw73, Wad14]. Interests [Abr93, Abr94, CL82, Chin86, Gie89, Gie91,
Lau87, Mac78b, Mac81, Mer02, Ste86, Ste87, Woot92, Woot92b, dM19].
interface [Leo12]. Interfaces [Col07]. Intergovernmental [OOO12].
Interim [Kah08]. Intermediaries [MM19]. Intermediary [Out97].
Internal [Tor92]. Internal-Combustion [Ter92]. Internals [All76].
International [AR02, AB80, FC79, Gra75, Hal06, Hoi81, Kwa87, Lub81,
Rad13, Ran71, SM19, SG73, SR176, RC16, Kwa15, SG74a, SK13].
Internationale [Sal71]. Internationalism [Hod83]. Internet
[DYS+05, Gil06, Shr05]. Interplay [Mac03a, Ste78a]. interpret [GB16].
Interpretation [AdSPG+76, AH11, KdR19]. Interpretations
[Mul94, Pin97]. Interpretative [MP87]. Interpreting
[Ano77q, Bar90, SB77, Yea01, SBHY15]. Interrogating
Modernity [Col07, Eli00, Now87, Ger95]. Modernizing [BB17, Jas02].
Naukometricheskie [Rab76]. Naval [Smi14, vK01]. Navarro [Wri80].
Navigation [MS88a, MS88b]. Navy [Ore03]. Nazi [Per89]. NC
[Mir07, And88]. Neanderthal [Som06a]. Neanderthals [Ham82]. Neb
[Bru77]. Need [Chu75, Die00]. Needham [Res96]. Needle [Mar96b]. Needs
[Col85d, Eas74]. Neely [Del05]. Negation [MM84a]. negative [Ran17].
Neglected [Lan81, dIB11]. Negotiating
[Dow88, Mac93, Mar10, Pra06, TT18]. Neil [Hyy09]. Nelkin [Ano77l].
Neoliberal [Gre16b, LMR10, NK14a, Rah11]. Neoclassical [MM96, Car14].
Nerve [Bal06]. Nerves [Hea04]. Nervous [Law84]. net [Sis17a].
Netherlands [BR79, RB75]. Network
[Ala09b, KHM10, Say14, Thö04, FM17, Lag12, PI19]. Networking [IL99].
Networks [BH97, CS00, Col74, EES96, Gar97, GR08, Ley91, Mie98, Mil03,
ML94, SM93b, Tor94, WB96, Joh18, KHM10, Ran17, Smi17, Bar84a, Rus94].
Netz [Lat08]. Netz-Works [Lat08]. neuro [BM14]. Neuroeconomics
[SZ11]. Neuropharmacology [Coz85]. Neuropsychedelia [Cas15].
Neuroscience [Bea01, Sta83, FLK+14, Tol19]. Neurosciences
[Lyn88, Mat13]. Neurosurgery [Mor06]. Neurosurgical [Mor00].
Neutrality [RA96, Yea92]. Never [Del05, Mod01]. News [MBB00, ML93].
Newton [IM83b, IM83a, Smi83]. Newtonian [Jac94]. Next
[BF89a, Cam03]. Nexus [Sol01a]. Nice [Gin10, BCH16]. Nicholas
[Hol81b, HG88]. Nick [Mac07]. Nigel [Ano77m]. Nineteenth
[Alb95, Don86, Lau84, Car18]. Nineteenth-Century
[Lau84, Don86, Car18]. Ninety [Cou99]. Nitrogen [Str92]. Nixon [Fri84].
NJ [Gre10, Hol81b, Hsu13]. No [Bro95, Dow07b, JS17, Nev80, O’R83, Sha04].
No-Holds-Barred [Dow07b]. Nobel [Opp79, AO78, IP76]. Noel [Mos79].
Noise [Bij01, Lyn01a, Wak04, Kim16]. nomenclature [Hal19]. Non
[Dug87, Edm02, Mel03, RCB18, SK91, Shr00, DU15, KG12, Kna13, O’R83].
non-evidence [Kna13]. Non-Governmental [Shr00]. non-knowledge
[DU15]. non-members [O’R83]. Non-Science [Mel03, Edm02]. non-SEM
[KG12]. Non-stick [RCB18]. noncontentious [BM19]. nonhumans
Norm [Woj74]. Normal [Hen07, Pin79, Rei80, War74, WP73, CKFS13].
Normalizing [Ure14]. Norman [BCM76, Sal76]. Normative
[Col82a, GB09, MO09, Sut84, WoJ74, Fis10]. North
[Mir07, Bij01, CC12, Dm91, FG73, Pri12]. Norton [Hol81b]. Norwegian
[And88, RP16]. not-knowing [Str11]. Not-Last [Gie82a]. Note
[Bea10, CK85, EM73, EM82, EM83b, EM84, LMT92, Lat07, Lau82, Law77,
LSW95, Nis95, Ano10]. Notes
[Ano88a, Ano88b, Ano89, Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano92, CFS01,
Edg95d, Mag77, Sill74, Ano91a, LL13, Lyn12b]. Notion [Wes79]. Notions
Nuclear [Bar03b, BP80, Del83, Dow88, Gus06, Har83a, Hec96, Hec02,
Hol81a, Hug06, Mac03a, MS88a, MS88b, MC78, MM98, O’R83, Spi87, Spi97,
Win02a, Hai19, SH12]. **Number** [Wat90]. **Numbers** [BS01, Lag07, Wis01, Lam10b, Sis10]. **Numerical** [Har03]. **Nutrition** [SN89, Fro17].

[560] **O** [GM78, EM83b, Doi04]. **Obesity** [GDLB15, Gre16b]. **Obituary** [Bal10, Blo03, Blu09, FPM03, Gor08, Gor10, RD08]. **Object** [Ala20b, Lex06, Luc01, Lyn88, Mie98]. **Objectification** [Cus96]. **Objective** [Blo74, Mey74, Ano16a, Sha16, Blo74]. **Objectivity** [And13, Bea01, CKSW09, Das92, Dol74, Hog09, MMB09, Kis13]. **Objects** [Kai06, SG89, Sun07]. **Obscure** [Nis95]. **Observation** [Pin85]. **Observational** [Pin85]. **Observer** [Sch88b]. **Observing** [Ree01]. **Obtainable** [O’R83]. **Obvious** [Gra07]. **Occupational** [RJ76]. **Ocean** [MB81, Leh18]. **Oceanographers** [PKS88]. **Oceanographic** [Ore03]. **oceanography** [Sun11]. **Ochre** [Goo10]. **October** [Lyn11c]. **Oehler** [Pot87]. **Off** [Bur75, Wyn96]. **Off-and-On** [Wyn96]. **Office** [Eps09, Gus99]. **Officer** [Rii08]. **Official** [Ola96]. **Oil** [Bow85, Con89]. **OJ** [Lyn98a]. **Olby** [AA84]. **Old** [Geu03]. **olfactory** [Ala20a, Ala20b]. **Olga** [Blu09]. **Omnibus** [DU15]. **once** [Wie17]. **Oncology** [Cas09, Mur13]. **One** [Ben12, Dea74, Hir94, Mul84]. **One-Act** [Mul84]. **Ones** [HSP02]. **online** [KH18, Sil11]. **Ontography** [Lyn13]. **Ontological** [Cus96, Lan00, Mor00, Pow01, Sis15, RP15a]. **Ontologies** [Sch10, Bri13, Pap11, vHLW20]. **Ontology** [CLP91, KC95, Asp15, LL13, Lyn13, Mar13, WL13, WL15, vHLW13]. **ontonorms** [Mol13]. **Open** [Mos79, DG17, Mir18, Sov10]. **Opening** [Car01, Moe10, Pin92]. **Operationalization** [Zan84]. **Operations** [FS93, Mir99, Day18]. **Opinions** [Jab95]. **Oppenheimer** [TS00, Tho02]. **Opportunities** [Ree06, Sch95]. **Opportunity** [GGJ07]. **Opposition** [LM80, Ros81]. **Optics** [Fra76, Tur87]. **optimization** [Zie19]. **Opus** [Ash07]. **oracle** [Day18]. **Oransky** [DGC18]. **Order** [Buc75b, Hes86, Jah72, Nev80, Rud77, Sim05, Sim07a]. **Ordered** [Bow87]. **Ordering** [Hin06, Lau16, Rap05, Rot05, SH17]. **Orderly** [Tur95a]. **Ordinary** [Blo92, Fan98, Nol92]. **organ** [HJ13]. **organisations** [Hed12]. **organism** [Joh13]. **Organisms** [Lez06]. **Organization** [Dae98, Dun91, Gus99, Hyy09, MV05, Mos79, Nad80, Oud97, Rot81, TS00, Vau99, WD97, Yea90, Nis11, RS11, BL12]. **Organizational** [BS98, CK05, KK03, Kis13, Leo10, PWD07, Sut84, Wol95, Hed14, MS14a]. **Organizations** [Bal95, Gus96, Huy06, Hyy09, MO09, SM97, SG73, Sch94, Shr00, Pan11, PC12, PW10]. **Organized** [Hut71]. **Organizing** [KK03, RP15a, Ger95]. **orientation** [WE15]. **Origin** [Mar96b, Ros81, dB72]. **Originality** [Dir99]. **Originally** [Gre10]. **Origins** [Arm99, CM09, Hol81b, Kop79, Mos79, Nor78, ST97, Wil91, Ple14]. **Orleans** [Sim07a, Wet07]. **Oromaner** [Ano77a]. **Orphan** [Kow13]. **Orthodoxy** [KK03]. **Oswaldo** [AB80]. **Other** [Her07, Law81, Mar95, PB84, PK09, Pra05, Pra09, CS20, Lyn04d, WC99].
[Liv99, Liv06]. **Provision** [McC92]. **Prussian** [Ano77j, Cro76, Gor77].

**Pseudo** [Mag77, Kan78b]. **Pseudo-Effect** [Mag77, Kan78b]. **Psychiatric** [RB09, AABF10]. **Psychiatry** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Psychoanalysis** [Osb93].

**Psychological** [Gol94, Ham86, McD76, Sch90, Pet15, Pic19]. **Psychology** [AB09, AABF10]. **Psychological** [Gol94, Han86, McD76, Sch90, Pet15, Pic19]. **Psychology** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Pseudo-Effect** [Mag77, Kan78b]. **Pseudo** [Mag77, Kan78b].

**Psychiatric** [RB09, AABF10]. **Psychiatry** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Psychoanalysis** [Osb93]. **Psychological** [Gol94, Ham86, McD76, Sch90, Pet15, Pic19]. **Psychology** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Pseudo-Effect** [Mag77, Kan78b]. **Pseudo** [Mag77, Kan78b].

**Psychiatric** [RB09, AABF10]. **Psychiatry** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Psychoanalysis** [Osb93]. **Psychological** [Gol94, Ham86, McD76, Sch90, Pet15, Pic19]. **Psychology** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Pseudo-Effect** [Mag77, Kan78b]. **Pseudo** [Mag77, Kan78b].

**Psychiatric** [RB09, AABF10]. **Psychiatry** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Psychoanalysis** [Osb93]. **Psychological** [Gol94, Ham86, McD76, Sch90, Pet15, Pic19]. **Psychology** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Pseudo-Effect** [Mag77, Kan78b]. **Pseudo** [Mag77, Kan78b].

**Psychiatric** [RB09, AABF10]. **Psychiatry** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Psychoanalysis** [Osb93]. **Psychological** [Gol94, Ham86, McD76, Sch90, Pet15, Pic19]. **Psychology** [Ras03, Tom87]. **Pseudo-Effect** [Mag77, Kan78b]. **Pseudo** [Mag77, Kan78b].
Rawification [DG17]. Ray [Hes00, Law73]. rays [Gol04]. rBST [Tur01a]. Re
[Aud01, BH97, Ber72, EP07, For94, GK16a, Ker00, LR01, IL99, MM82, TL18].
Re-Discovering [EP07]. Re-enacting [GK16a]. Re-evaluation
[Ber72, MM82]. Re-examining [BH97]. Re-Networking [IL99].
Re-Discovering [EP07]. Re-enacting [GK16a]. Re-evaluation
[Ber72, MM82]. Re-examining [BH97]. Re-Networking [lL99].
Reaffirming [Pow01]. Reagency [Shr05]. Reagent [CKM04]. Real
[BS01, Fee00, Kir10, Kre71, Vin95, Nis11]. real-time [Nis11]. Real-World
[Vin95, Kir10]. Realism [Elk78]. Realist [Out76]. Realistic [For89].
Realities [FS01, Hof15]. Reality [Anc77d, Bow87, Ros77, vLR98]. Really
[Wra03], Realness [Rob02]. Reap [Pyc93]. Reappraisal [AA82].
Reason [Agr01, JS17]. Reasoning [Aud92, LW10]. Reassembling [Lag12].
reassembly [Sha20]. Reassessing [AA84, Kim94]. Rebels [Hec96].
Reception [Bay83, Gol94, Kim91, Mes88, Oro77b]. reclamation [Bar12].
Recognition [Bla76, He79, Vos04, Ell11, Ham19]. Recombinant [Wri86].
Recombination [Hel98]. Recommendations [MG82a].
Reconceptualizing [Ber95], reconfiguration [Mii18, Reu12].
reconfigurations [DPP+20]. Reconfiguring [Hoe19b, MCBDT00, ZJ09].
Recomposiion [Res78]. Reconsidering [Met06]. Reconstituting [Joh07].
Reconstructing [Hum82, Jas00, MM81]. Reconstruction [Hak95].
Reconstructions [TJ85]. Reconstructivist [WHBM02]. record
[BE00, Edg97c, Jac19, Str11]. Recorder [Lat86]. recorders [Bru15].
Recording [Hor04, Por04]. Records [Jen05]. Recovering
[Bel20, CC76, Law77]. recruiting [WC18]. recruitment [Ham19].
Recruitmentology [Eps08]. recumbent [AQK15, Wie17]. recuperation
[Max17]. Recursion [Dor89b]. Red [Goo10, RS11]. Redefining [Rip91].
Redemption [TL00]. Rediscovering [RIA+11]. Redivivus [Mil92].
Reductio [Mey74]. Reductionism [Fue82, He98]. Redundance [Gie82b].
Redundancy [MM98]. Redux [FO87]. Reengaging [Col13]. Reference
[BH97, Hart02b, MM84a, SM93a, Sch88b, CKFS13]. References
[AQL94, CM75, Wis01]. Referencing [Ano77m, Gil77, LRC87]. referential
[Jac71]. Referring [All97]. reflect [Reu12]. Reflected [SM93a]. Reflections
[Ans06, dBB76, Den74, Hal88, Nis95, RH96, Re97, Waj00, CS17].
Reflections [FG86, Rad92]. Reflexive [HP91, Pot87, DJS19, VA16].
Reflexivity
[Dor89a, Dor89b, FO86, FO87, Ham92, Mul84, PMS9, Gin10, Hoe14].
Reform [Cur98, McC88, Muk07a, Row12, Wil91]. Reformation [BL94].
Reforming [Col85b]. Reforms [CB97, Dix19]. Refutation [Nol92, Sle89b].
regenerative [Fau12, RC16, SF19]. Regime [Ald98]. Regimes
[Boh04, Ver02]. Regions [ML94]. Regress [Ald95, Ken00]. Regulating
[Dun78, Lev01]. Regulation
FR11, GB16, HHW+19, Hed12, Hed14, Heg16, Hof15, HL10, Huu12, Jac19, KHM10, Leo12, May19, McL15, Mon12, Pan11, PC12, PH11, PW19, PPM20, Reu12, RP15a, RC18, RS11, SFH12, Sov10, SS17b, WLBRS15, Sis10. Researchers [AGKL+15, VFWC15]. Researchers [MRL01, Foc16, Rit16]. Resentment [Yea85]. Reservations [War71]. Reserve [Den85]. Reserves [Bow85]. reservoir [AH11]. reshapes [PH11]. Resistance [Dun74, RC16]. Resolution [Rap01]. Resolution [Joy95, Pra95, Pra07]. Resource [PT18, RS89a, Id15, Sni12]. Resources [Ezr71, Fra79, GT93, Mar88, Mer02]. Respondents [Sle89a]. Responders [Lab95a]. Responding [Sch10]. Response [Ano09a, Bar81, Bar98, Blo98a, CG92, Col85a, Col92a, Col95, Dal91, Dre92, Ede06, Fee00, Fle94, Fox94, Fra88, Ful95, Gie92, Gor91a, Hak95, Han84, Hir94, Kan78a, Ke95, Kel91, Lau87, Mar95, Pin99a, Pin99b, Pot87, Rad98b, Rus86, Sch88b, SS99b, Sha04, Sim07a, Sis93a, Sto95, Sul99, Tay95, Wei94a, Wo94, Winn03, CE14]. Responses [CE03, Yea01, McL15]. Responsibilities [Wet07]. Responsibility [Ano77, GB09, MK10, Ne77, RB75, Sch10, Kru13]. Responsibilization [KBRB19]. Restoration [GR08, Hun82, Jac78, MM81, Ste90, LDR10]. Restrain [Kid88]. result [AW19]. Results [BH97, MM75, RB01, Ste87, Sun11]. Resuscitation [Tim96]. rethink [Skr16]. Retraining [Hou01, Sol01a, Wra05, Zie91]. Retraction [DGC18]. retractions [AW19]. Retreat [Gie82b]. Retreats [KC82a]. Retrieval [Wei74a, Wei74b]. Revealing [Mer96]. Revelation [Col07]. Revenge [Del02]. reversed [Cho13]. Review [Abr91, Alb80, Alb95, All76, AB80, Ano77d, Ano77g, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano77i, Ano77h, Ano77j, Ano06c, Ash05, Ash07, Atk05, Bar79, Bar84a, Bar90, Blo71, Blo74, Blo77, Blo91b, Bra04, Bri08, Bro95, Bru77, Buc75a, Car05, Col07, Cor94, Cri10, Day08, Dea74, Dea95, Del03, Dri01, Edm11, Elz04, Eps09, Fis10, For99, Fox83, Ful94b, Gar73a, Gel09, Ger95, Gie06a, GM78, GW74, Gin10, Goo10, Gor90, Gre10, Hag94, Har94b, Har83a, Hir10, Hol81b, Hom90, Huy99, Irw94, Jah72, Jen07, Kim94, Kuk94, Lan01b, Lat08, Lau90, LP11, Luk75, Mae07, Mah79, Mir07, MC79, Moo10, Mor94, Mos97, Nev80, OR83, Old88, Pal94, Pin11, Pra09, Pre08, dSP75, Rav74, See06, Rei06, Rip91, Rob99, Ros10, Row12, Rud82, Rus94, Sch94, Sch72b]. Review [Sis10, Ste90, Sto88, SS91, Tan08, Tre93, Twi05, Ves96, Wal82, Wei90, Wei94b, Weil03, Wes88, Wri80, Wya07, DJS19, Hed12, Huu12, Kdr19, Mar17, Tai91, Baz84]. Reviewing [Day08, Wei17]. Reviews [Del05, Haw73, Hol73, IG02, Kea73, Out76, Pfe71, Pri71, Rab76, SS91, Tua71]. Revisited [CC77, Col88, For99, Jen07, Kea73, Kus04b, LSW95, Mill9, PN87, Szo92]. Reviving [AQK15]. Reviving [Gar91a]. Revolution [Fra76, Har94b, Nic84, Pal81, Sol01a, Tha89, War71, Wis01, Ste90]. Revolutionary [Gar75, WSB79]. Revolutions [Sis12b, Lyn12b]. Reward [Gar84]. Rewriting [Mye95]. Rezeption [Bay83]. RFID [Sim10]. Rhetoric
Schaffer [Pin99c]. Scheduled [Hac92]. Schism [Pow01]. Schizophrenia [Hed01]. Schumberger [Bow87]. Scholarly [Boh04, Kid88, War74, Fis10]. Scholarship [WP74]. Scholastic [Hut91]. School [And08, HH83, JLM73, McC88, NK14a, Sol85, Lau13, Far75, SN89]. Schools [All97, ER78]. Schull [Hsu13]. Schultes [She20]. Schuster [Kel89]. Schwarz [Rip91]. Science [Abr94, AR02, Abr91, All76, AB95, ABB+08, AB80, And92, Ano77c, Ano77e, Ano79, Ano05c, Ano09a, Ano16b, Atk87, And01, Bak17, BFS95a, Bar82, Bar85b, Bar87, Bar90, BA12, BPG06, Bay83, Bea77, Ber95, Blo75, Blo93, Boh89, Bot90, BL87, Bre79, BR79, Bru77, Bur83, Bur75, CLP90, CLP91, Cam94, CS00, CB01, CB97, Cha99, CT89, Cho85, Chu75, Col04a, Col85b, Col82a, Col85c, Col87, Col99a, Col99b, CE02, Col07, Con79, Con89, Cor94, Cow95, Coz85, Cro76, Cur94, Day08, Dea74, DNT08, Del87, Del02, Del05, Den87, Dich00, Dir99, Dol71, Don86, Dor89b, Dro93, Dug87, Dun78, Eas73, EM00, Edm02, Edw94, EMB+11, ER78, Elz04, Eva97, Ezer71, Far75, For80, FNC77, Fra76, Fra88, FG73, Fre84, Fre90, Fri84]. Science [Fri94b, Ful80, Geu03, Gie82a, Gie82b, GH83, GW74, God07, Gol79, Gor82, Gor91a, Gor91b, Gra85, GSSD74, GKM75, GHR00, Gum90, Gus99, Hag99, Hak95, Ham92, Han86, HHH80, HH83, Har92, HvL08, Hed08b, Hed08a, Hed06, Hen00, Hen90, Hess78, Hic87, HP91, Hil04, Hil74, Hol73, Hol74, Hol81b, Hon01, Hug86, Hum82, Ink88, Ink91, JE75, Jan04, Jas87, Jas95, Jas96, Jas00, Jas02, Jas03a, Joh89, Joh84, JLM73, Jun09, KS79, KW15, Kim07, Kir03, Kle91, KC82a, KC82c, Krad8, Kre71, Kre73, Kre78, KPS85, Kro82, Kwa87, Kwa05, Lab95b, LS04, Lag07, Lat86, Lau84, LMR10, Law73, Law97, Lei75, Len79, Lev84, Lin80, LC99, Lon71, Lor08, Low89, TW75, Lj98, Lym94c, LC05, Ma19, Mac86, Mac99a, MM86, Mac97, Mag94, Mah14]. Science [MBB00, Mar08a, Mar96a, Mar96b, Mar97, Maz77, McCo7, McC88, McC92, MC71, Mel03, Mel09, Mer96, Mer98b, MKC97, Mia99, Mil84, Mil04b, Mir95, Mir72, Mod01, MR73, Mor73, Mos79, Mul73, Mul84, MPA87, Mul95a, MM81, Mul73, Mye90, Nan72, Ne08, Ne80, Nis95, O’R83, Old90a, Pan80, Par88, Per89, PM79, PC84, PB84, PB86, Pin92, Pin95, Por92b, Pra05, dSP71, RELHR79, Rad92, RH96, Ram02, Ras98, Rec01, Ree07, Rei80, Rem88, RS89a, Ric04, Rip79, Rip03, RP16, Rob99, Roc74, Ron78, Ros93b, Rot05, Row05, Sag73, Sal71, Sch88a, SG78, Sch88b, ST97, Sch87, Sha72, SB77, Sha0, Sha01, SK91, She06, She92, Shi05, Shi02, Shr00, Shr04, Shr05, Sim09a, Sim78, Sim79, Sim05, Sin12b, Sko73, Sla07, STM+08, SS94, Sol01a]. Science [Sol01b, Som06a, SR73, SMM76, SR77, Ste99, Ste78a, Ste78b, Ste90, Sto95, Sto40a, SS17b, SWB77a, SWB77b, Sut84, Swa07, Tan08, TG86, Tim94, Tur91c, Tur90, Urb82, Van83, Vas15, Vel90, Ver02, Ves87, Vog06, Wal75, War74, WP73, Wes78, Wes86, WSBS9, WH75a, Whi89, WB78, Wi19, WG74, WHBM02, Woa81b, Wra03, Wri75, Wun92a, Yea85, Yea89a, Yea99, Yon94, Zil00, Zin71, Zin76, vK01, vdSvESW98, Ano16a, BL13, Bor17, Bro15, CS17, Col14, CE17, Cra10, DGC18, Dl01, Dur11, Edm11, FBB11, Gar73a, GKI6b, Gre16a, Gre16b, HHW+19, Hof10, Hoo17, lid1d, Joh13, KH18, KG12, Kow13, Lap16, Law11, LMK12, Lyn11a, Mir18, NK14a, Pan11,
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